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Introduction and Background

Ocean Microplastics Science Background

Plastic debris accounts for an estimated 80-85% of litter in marine environments [1]. These plastics
will rarely biodegrade. Instead, larger plastics will continuously break down into smaller pieces,
eventually becoming microplastics [1-5]. Primarily, microplastics are measured using samples
captured by plankton or neuston nets towed on the ocean surface, a method known as net trawling
[5, 6]. This method is crucial for the collection of ground truth data. However, on a global scale,
spatial coverage is limited and temporal fluctuations are not adequately resolved. Remote sensing
is an important step towards the large-scale monitoring of marine microplastics [7].
1.2

Science Background and Objectives

This data product reports ocean microplastic number density (#/km2) derived from the observed
suppression of wind-driven ocean surface roughness. On annual timescales over large areas, the
roughness suppression is highly correlated with global models of microplastic concentration [8].
The wave damping mechanism which produces the roughness suppression is believed to be caused
primarily by surfactant films acting as tracers for the surface-level microplastics [9, 10].

2
2.1

Algorithm Description

Algorithm Overview

A schematic for the CYGNSS microplastic retrieval algorithm is shown in Figure 1. First,
CYGNSS mean square slope (MSS) measurements of ocean surface roughness are matched up to
independent measurements of wind speed. MSS anomalies are deviations from the expected ocean
surface roughness, derived from ambient wind speeds using an empirical model for the wind-MSS
relationship in low microplastic regions. MSS anomalies are used to resolve microplastic
concentration using a log-linear model derived from the relationship between annual MSS
anomaly averages and modelled microplastic concentrations. Resultant microplastic concentration
retrievals are binned into 30-day, 1ox1o spatiotemporal cells and the geometric average, geometric
standard deviation, and sample size of retrievals are computed. Bins are incremented by 1 day and
0.25o to produce this monthly data product.
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Figure 1. Data flow schematic of the CYGNSS ocean microplastic retrieval algorithm
2.2

Input Data Description

1. MSS input data are from CYGNSS Level 2, Version 2.1 [11]. These MSS measurements
are time-tagged with 25 km resolution. Input data used for the initial release of the L3
microplastic concentration data product covers 18 March 2017 – 9 October 2018. However,
data from 13-17 April 2018 and 5 January 2018 have been excluded due to errors in satellite
calibration and file reading, respectively. Input data have been filtered using the Fully
Developed Seas quality control flags.
2. Wind speed data are sourced from the Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) Blended
Seas Dataset. GDAS 10-meter reference winds have 6-hour, 0.25o resolution [12]. Ocean
vector wind components (u, v) are used to derive wind speed as ξݑଶ +  ݒଶ . Winds are
matched up using a linear interpolation in time of the GDAS winds that are closest in
location to CYGNSS.
2.3

Microplastic Model Data Description

The relationship between MSS anomaly and microplastic concentration is derived using
microplastic concentration data produced by the van Sebille model described in [5]. However,
each of the three models (van Sebille, Lebreton, and Maximenko) were used for validation
analysis. These models use differing source, sink, particle transport functions, and run times to
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model the global distribution of buoyant small plastic debris concentrations with 1ox1o resolution.
Details of the three models can be found in Table 1. Despite the model differences, resulting ocean
microplastic concentrations are similar, as demonstrated in Figure 2.
Table 1. Descriptions of the source functions, transport algorithms, sink functions, and run times
of global microplastic models [5]
Model

Van Sebille

Lebreton

Source
Function

Coastlines with
concentrations that are
proportional to human
population within 200 km
of the coast. Concentration
is scaled by each country’s
mismanaged waste.

Initial uniform distribution
Major river mouths, along
over global ocean.
coastlines, and on major
shipping routes. Higher
concentrations are
proportional to human
population and urban
development. Concentration
increases over time with
global plastic production.

Transport
Algorithm

Debris are transported using
particle travel probabilities
calculated from a historical
global set of satellite
tracked drifter buoys from
the NOAA Global Drifter
Program.

Debris are transported using
ocean velocity fields from
the HYCOM global
circulation model.

Debris are transported using
particle travel probabilities
calculated from a historical
global set of satellite
tracked drifter buoys from
the NOAA Global Drifter
Program.

Sink
Function

N/A

N/A

Particles “wash ashore”
when entering coastal grid
cells.

30 years

10 years

Model Run 50 years
Time

Maximenko
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Figure 2. Global distributions of microplastic mass (g/km2) and number density (#/km2) from the
van Sebille, Lebreton, and Maximenko models [5]. Model results of microplastic number density
are used to train and validate the CYGNSS ocean microplastic retrieval algorithm.

2.4

Plastic Retrieval Algorithm Description
2.4.1 Empirical Wind-MSS Model
2.4.1.1 Modelled MSS and MSS Anomaly

Modelled MSS is calculated using an empirical model that generates MSS from the ambient wind
speed, given by
ܵܵܯௗ = ൜

0.0035(ܷ + 0.62)
݂݅ ܷ  3.49 ݉/ݏ
0.0035(6 ln(ܷ) െ 3.39) ݂݅ ܷ > 3.49 ݉/ݏ

(1)

where U is the ocean surface wind speed referenced to 10 m height in a neutral stability
atmosphere, as reported by GDAS. Equation (1) is based on the Katzberg empirical L-Band MSS
model [13]. Parameters are fit to one year of CYGNSS MSS observations and matched-up
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GDAS wind speed measurements within a control region. A density scatter plot of the match-up
samples, together with the best-fit empirical model derived from them, are displayed in Figure 3.

Figure 3. One year of MSS observations and colocated GDAS wind speed from within the
control region of historically low microplastic concentration are shown in a density scatter plot.
These data are used to train the empirical model (Equation 1), highlighted by the solid black line.
Deviations of MSS observations from this relationship constitute the MSS anomalies used to
detect microplastic concentration in other regions.
The control region is used to establish a baseline relationship in clean-water areas where low
concentrations of microplastic debris are expected [5]. This control region is composed of two subregions CR1 [10o-25oS, 105o-120oE] and CR2 [10o-20oN, 128o-143oE], shown in Figure 4. Note
the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) is necessarily excluded from the control regions due to
anomalous atmospheric stability conditions there.
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Figure 4. Global microplastic number density in #/km2 from the van Sebille model [5]. Control
regions, CR1 and CR2, contain low microplastic concentrations and are denoted by black boxes.
Observations from within these regions used to train the empirical MSS-wind relationship.
The MSS anomaly at any location, either within or outside of the control regions, is defined as:
ܵܵܯ =

ெௌௌ್ೞ ି ெௌௌ
ெௌௌ

(2)

2.4.1.2 Wind Speed Range
Microplastic concentration observations are derived from MSS anomalies provided the wind speed
lies within the range 3-11 m/s. Within this range, there is a consistent correlation between MSS
anomaly and microplastic concentration. Figure 5 shows average MSS anomaly binned by
colocated wind speed. The dashed red line denotes the North Pacific Garbage Patch (NPGP) [30o38oN, 125o-175oW], while the solid blue line denotes the control regions. Global data are shown
by the solid black line. The wind range of 3-11 m/s is indicated by the vertical dashed grey lines,
and the zero-anomaly line is indicated by the horizontal dotted grey line. Defining this wind range
does not significantly reduce the samples size, as this range is representative of a large majority of
samples.
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Figure 5. MSS anomalies are binned and averaged according to colocated wind speeds to
determine the operational range, 3-11 m/s, for ocean microplastic detection. The solid blue line
represents data within the control region, while the dashed red line represents data from the
NPGP. The solid black line represents all (global) data. The zero-anomaly line is shown by the
horizontal dotted grey line. The wind range (3-11 m/s) used for retrievals is indicated by the
vertical dashed grey lines.
2.4.2 MSS Anomaly-Microplastic Concentration Model
Microplastic concentration is inferred from MSS anomaly using the MSS Anomaly-Microplastic
Concentration Model given by
ߩ = 2035exp(െ23.18ܵܵܯ )
(3)
where U is the microplastics number density in units of #/km2. This relationship is derived from a
map of one-year averages of MSS anomalies spatially matched up to global microplastic
concentration models. The MSS anomaly map and each microplastic model has 1ox1o resolution.
The latitude range of the matchup is 37oN-37oS.
Equation (3) uses a log-linear regression of the van Sebille model data and annual roughness
suppression data. Figure 6 displays the relationship between van Sebille microplastic concentration
and CYGNSS MSS anomaly averages. The solid line denotes the geometric average of
microplastic concentration binned by MSS anomaly matchups (0.005 width), while the dashed line
indicates the geometric standard deviation. The central range of the data lies between MSS
anomaly values of -0.1227 and -0.0478 (shown by two vertical lines). Here, the sample size in
each MSS anomaly bin is 1corresponding to a 95% confidence level and a 4% margin of
error.
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Figure 6. A comparison between MSS anomaly and van Sebille model predictions of
microplastic number density (#/km2). The solid blue line shows geometrically averaged
microplastic counts within MSS anomaly bins. Dashed lines indicate values within one
geometric standard deviation. Data within the central range, contained inside the vertical black
lines, are used to train the retrieval algorithm.
2.4.3

Microplastic Detection Algorithm Validation

2.4.3.1 Comparison to Training Model
Equation 3 is applied to the annual average map of MSS anomalies to produce a map of retrieved
microplastic concentrations. Note that due to the log-linear nature of Equation 3, equivalent
retrievals are made by arithmetically averaging MSS anomalies, then applying Equation 3 to the
map, and by first applying Equation 3 to individual MSS anomalies then geometrically averaging
microplastic concentrations within the same spatiotemporal bin. Figure 7 shows a) the map of
annual average MSS anomaly, b) microplastic concentrations from the van Sebille model, and c)
the resultant annual retrieval map of microplastic concentrations. Areas of high and low
concentrations are indicated respectively by the red and white boxes.
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Figure 7. Global maps of (A) annual average MSS anomaly observations, (B) microplastic
number density (#/km2) from the van Sebille model, and (C) annual average microplastic number
density (#/km2) retrieved using CYGNSS. High and low microplastic concentration regions are
indicated by the red and white boxes, respectively.
Figure 8a shows the density scatter plot of matched-up model and retrieval concentrations. The
highest density of matchups are found near the 1:1 line of perfect agreement. However, significant
deviations are also present in this comparison and may be caused by retrieval errors, variables that
are not accounted for in the current algorithm, or to errors in the model itself. Note also that the
model has significantly more low concentration values. This may in part be attributed to retrieval
limitations from ITCZ atmospheric conditions in equatorial latitudes, where low microplastic
concentrations are primarily found. Figure 8b shows a histogram of the difference between
log10(#/km2) concentrations from the model and retrieval. The black line denotes the mean
difference, or bias, between model and retrieval, equal to 0.002. The RMS difference between the
model and retrieval is 1.003 log10(#/km2).
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Figure 8. (A) Density scatter plot of spatially-matched microplastic concentration (#/km2) from
the van Sebille model and annual average of CYGNSS retrievals trained with the van Sebille
model. The highest density of samples surround the 1:1 line of perfect agreement. (B) Histogram
of the difference in microplastic concentration matchups with respect to log10(#/km2) values. The
bias (mean difference) is 0.002 and the RMS difference is 1.003.
2.4.3.2 Dependence on Training Model
The same log-linear regression method was used to train annual microplastic retrievals using all
three models. The relationship between matchups of the annual MSS anomaly map and
microplastic concentrations from all three models are shown in Figure 9. Within the central range
of each plot, the microplastic concentrations monotonically increase as MSS anomaly decreases,
indicative of increased wave damping. The Pearson correlation coefficients of each log-linear
regression in the central range are 0.95 (van Sebille), 0.94 (Lebreton) and 0.92 (Maximenko).
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Figure 9. Comparisons similar to Figure 6 between MSS anomaly and predictions of
microplastic number density (#/km2) from the (A) Maximenko, (B) Lebreton, and (C) van
Sebille models. The solid blue lines show geometrically averaged microplastic counts within
MSS anomaly bins. The vertical black lines indicate the central range of data used to train the
retrieval algorithms.
To validate use of the van Sebille model in training the final algorithm, the annual microplastic
concentration retrieval maps trained with the van Sebille and Lebreton models are compared to the
models themselves. The Maximenko model and the retrieval trained with it were excluded because
the Maximenko model predictions are significantly lower than the other two model predictions.
This is likely due to the sink mechanism present only in in the Maximenko model, which allows
plastics to exit the system at coastlines.
Validity is evaluated by comparing the difference statistics from retrievals and models to intermodel difference statistics as an independent evaluation of inherent uncertainties. Table 2 contains
these difference statistics. The mean and RMS differences are calculated with respect to the
log10(#/km2) microplastic concentration in all cases due to the logarithmic distribution of
concentration data. The retrievals have very low mean difference when compared to the models
with which they are trained (i.e. the retrieval trained with van Sebille vs. the van Sebille model),
which is to be expected. When comparing retrievals to the model with which they are not trained
(i.e. the retrieval trained with van Sebille vs. the Lebreton model) the mean difference stays
relatively low, using the inter-model mean difference as a standard. The inter-model RMSD is
slightly lower than that of the retrievals compared to either model, suggesting that the difference
can be primarily attributed to uncertainties in the models themselves, with a small additional
uncertainty resulting from errors in the retrieval algorithm.
Table 2. Statistics comparing the differences between retrievals and reference models
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MEAN
DIFF*
--0.471
0.002

RMS
DIFF*
-0.906
1.003

MEAN
DIFF*
0.471
-0.474

RMS
DIFF*
0.906
-1.307

-0.494

1.147

-0.023

1.244

*All statistics are with respect to the log10 (#/km2) of the
microplastic number density

2.5

Output Data Product Description

Ocean microplastic concentrations are produced by geometrically averaging individual
microplastic concentration retrievals within 30-day, 1x1o resolution bins. A timestamp coordinate
is at the center of each 30-day bin, and is incremented by 1 day. Latitude and longitude coordinates
lie in the center of each 1ox1o spatial bin and are incremented by 0.25o. The latitude and longitude
ranges of this L3 product are 37oN-37oS and 0E-359.75oE, respectively.
Geometric averaging is used due to the logarithmic distribution of microplastic concentration
observations. These averages are calculated according to
σಿ
సభ ୪୬(ఘ )

 = ]ߩ[ܯܩexp ൬

ே

(4)

൰

where *0>ȡ@ is the geometric mean of microplastic number density observations (UUU1) in
units of #/km2.
This product also contains sample size, N, and geometric standard deviation of microplastic
concentration within each spatiotemporal bin. Geometric standard deviation is found using
 = ]ߩ[ܦܵܩexp ቆට

σಿ
ഥ )మ
సభ (୪୬(ఘ )ିఘ
ே

ቇ

(5)

where *6'>ȡ@ is the geometric standard deviation of microplastic number density observations
(UUU1). It is important to note that GSD>ȡ@ is a unitless factor that is either multiplied with
or divides the GM>ȡ@ to describe the distribution of data. Data within one standard deviation of the
mean exist within the range of × ]ߩ[ܯܩൗ÷ ]ߩ[ܦܵܩ.
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